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California dreamin’

The solicitor

Beyond the brochure

I purchased a detached house next
to an existing property and erected
a fence. I do not think it was erected
on the boundary as shown on the
title plan. The fence needs replacing,
and I would like to reinstate the
proper boundary. My neighbours were
aware of the boundary situation
when they purchased the property,
but are now objecting to the boundary
fence being reinstated. Do I have a
right to do this?
AS, by email

This Midlands home has a
West Coast vibe, perfect for
its dog-loving LA owners

N

o blacks, no dogs, no Irish.” The
signs in the windows of London landladies
in the 1950s and 1960s are the stuff of the
bad old days — though, paradoxically, the
reason why a lot of people had cause to be
grateful to the equal-opportunities slum
landlord Peter Rachman, who would let
you live in one of his notorious hovels for
an extortionate rent regardless of your
ethnic origins. These days, of course,
discrimination on the grounds of race is
strictly against the law, but there’s no
statute yet that says dogs have to be
offered the same consideration.
My friend has been househunting for
herself and her beloved dog — an
apparently intelligent but somewhat
neurotic cross-breed terrier, who can be
seriously annoying (not to her, obviously),
but whose bark is... well, you know the
expression. Out of 800 rental properties
in her target area — covering practically
two English counties — she found just
30 that welcomed canine companions.
A puzzlingly low figure, given that more
than one in three British households
now has a dog.
It’s not fair, my friend fumes. Unlike
children, dogs don’t cause the bath to
overflow as they play Finding Nemo,
churn up the lawn with their impressions
of Cristiano Ronaldo or smear crayon on
the walls. Careful dog owners — especially
those who can put down a four-figure
deposit — are the soul of responsibility
and don’t deserve to be cut off from the
rental market.
Have buy-to-let investors, at least
some of whom must be dog-owners
themselves, had such a torrid time
clearing up after canine-friendly tenants?
Really? Worse than students? If anything,
the dog owners I know overcompensate
on the domestic hygiene front, and their
houses are impressively spotless. Of
course, they’re mainly effete townies, not
the kind of posh country folk who see
nothing wrong with living in deep litter
alongside their animals.
So it was probably lucky for Angus and
Spark, two “rescue mutts” from the mean
streets of Los Angeles — poor Angus was
actually living wild on a rubbish dump —
that when their owners decided to
relocate to Britain 18 months ago, they
ended up buying, not renting. “We wanted
to be an hour from London by train,” says
the music producer Tom Rothrock, the
backroom talent behind James Blunt’s
monster-selling records and co-writer of
the catchy SpongeBob SquarePants hit
Goofy Goober Rock. “But the rental
market was crazy — one place in Henley
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was gone after 12 hours on the internet.
It was easier to find something to buy.”
Which is how the family — Tom’s wife,
Monique, who is also in the music biz,
Anton, 8, and Olivia, 16 — found
themselves in the village of Braybrooke,
near Market Harborough, 55 minutes from
London King’s Cross. With the dogs, of
course. (Pooches from America no longer
need to undergo quarantine.) Tom travels a
lot for work, so much so that “I always say
‘based’, not ‘live’. And I had friends in this
part of the world [I think he meant Britain
in general, not Market Harborough],
extended circles of creative people [yeah,
probably not Market Harborough].”
By an incredible coincidence,
Appledene, for which they paid “like, a
million pounds”, already had a distinct
West Coast vibe, reminding the Rothrocks
of their own Calabasas area, in Los
Angeles. They hardly had to change a
thing, the previous owner, a rag-trade
tycoon from nearby Leicester, having
totally revamped the traditional stone
village house behind high walls. Its huge
main living room, with a mezzanine and
skylights in the roof, as well as multiple
french doors to the garden, is part of a
suite of living spaces that flows from the
modern-rustic oak kitchen.
The Leicester businessman had put in
Brazilian walnut flooring both upstairs
and down, groovy bathrooms and more
wardrobe space than an American could
dare hope for, Monique says. Even the
rock-and-roll leather roman blinds that
festoon almost all the windows were part
of the original decor. And very practical
they are, too, with their felted backs, for
keeping out the cold of a British winter.
The Rothrocks did upgrade the
pool/guest-suite annexe to the full LA
spec, with a cinema projector and a
streamlined kitchen to assist the “bar
service”. You can bubble in the hot tub
with a cocktail while you watch a film.
Tom hasn’t been in Northamptonshire
all that long, but when asked about his
plans once he’s sold Appledene, he talks
like a native who’s been watching too
many property programmes: “We are
itching to do a project — perhaps an old
barn in this area...” Good luck with
finding somewhere to rent with the dogs
while you do that, Tom.

The exact extent of the land you own
can be determined by looking at your
title plan and all relevant conveyancing
documents, although sometimes the
documentation is not clear and it is
necessary to consider the features of
the land or some other evidence to
work out where the boundary is. There
may, for example, be original fence
posts or, occasionally, photographic
evidence as to where a boundary
was first set.
If you erected a fence within your
boundary, it can normally be relocated
unless the neighbour has acquired
rights to the strip of land by
possession since at least 1991, or you
have somehow waived your rights by
your conduct — which is unlikely, as
your neighbours were aware of the
position when they purchased.
Nikolas Ireland is a solicitor at
Forsters LLP; forsters.co.uk

The letting agent
I hear there are new rules that require
landlords to conduct immigration
checks on tenants. I have a portfolio of
five properties. What do I need to do?
BV, by email
The measures became law in
Birmingham, Walsall, Sandwell, Dudley
and Wolverhampton on December 1,
and will be phased in across the
country this year. They mean landlords
can be liable for a penalty of up to
£3,000 per adult illegal immigrant in
their properties — even occupants not
named in the tenancy agreement.
You will need to make narrowly
prescribed immigration document
checks before granting a tenancy, take
copies and keep records. If documents
show a “right to rent” is time-limited,
put a follow-up check in your diary.
To avoid discrimination, check every
tenant, even if they seem obviously
“British”. Existing tenancies are
unaffected and there are exemptions
(0300 069 9799, bit.ly/1pFOABn).
Anne-Marie Balfour is a solicitor
at Charles Russell Speechlys LLP;
charlesrussellspeechlys.com
Do you need help from one of our
experts? Email your questions to
propertyexperts@sunday-times.
co.uk. Advice is given without responsibility

